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Why TV in 1960s and 70s? “Television has now

been a … service for a whole

generation” — Williams
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picking up threads
determined ideas
“At Facebook, we’re inspired by technologies that have 

revolutionized how people spread and consume information. We often 

talk about inventions like the printing press and the television — 

by simply making communication more efficient, they led to a 

complete transformation of many important parts of society. They 

gave more people a voice. They encouraged progress. They changed 

the way society was organized. They brought us closer together.”

Letter from Mark Zuckerberg US Securities and Exchange Commission  
 Form S-1 REGISTRATION STATEMENT Under The Securities Act of 1933 
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talking tech  
/talking techies/talking texts

Theuth

Moses

Lord Kulaba

Ts'ai Lun

Morse

Edison

Bell

Marconi

Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, Tim Berners-Lee, Mark Zuckerberg ...
6
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tech or techie
"Printing, gunpowder and the compass ... whence have 

followed innumerable changes, in so much that no 

empire, no sect, no star seems to have exerted 

greater power and influence in human affairs than 

these mechanical discoveries.”

—Francis Bacon, Novum Organum, 1620

"He who first shortened the labor of copyists by 

device of movable types was disbanding hired armies, 

and cashiering most kings and senates, and creating a 

whole new democratic world: he had invented the art 

of printing."

--Thomas Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, 1833
7

talking tech

*

*
*

Thomas Carlyle  
1795-1881  

Francis Bacon  
1561-1626
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succession
philosophers - emperors - printers  

the result of poor proofreading?
“If things go on .. all power will in the end 

be concentrated … barbarous tyranny that 

exists among the Turks.  Everything will be 

subject to the whim of one man… no traces … of 

civilian government … law … the will of the 

dictator”
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print’s effects
McLuhan (1911-1980) — going galactic

The Gutenberg Galaxy:   the making of typographic man, 1962

"Printing ... created the public ... What we have 

called 'nations' ... did not and could not 

precede the advent of Gutenberg technology ... 

isolation of the visual faculty from other senses 

..."

"uniformity ... individualism, nationalism ...

"of all [discoveries] recorded in civil history, 

is of the most important and extensive 

consequences" 
10

talking tech

*

*
*
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going global (again)
tech not text
"We are witnessing simultaneously the end 

of ... the Mechanical, or Gutenberg Era, 

dominated by movable type and later mechanical 

forms, and the birth pangs of the new and 

entirely different Electric Age ... the Age of 

Circuitry or Information.

"Books and jobs--all are obsolete.  Any 

phrasemaking yokel can become a world center."

—McLuhan, Life, 1966
11

talking tech

*

*
*
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tracing consequences
McLuhan is the message
"I ran across a copy of Marshall McLuhan's The 

Gutenberg Galaxy ... He pronounced  ... the 

age of Gutenberg to be at an end ... 

stimulated my curiosity ... about the specific 

historical consequences of the fifteenth-

century communications shift

"McLuhan raised a number of questions about 

the actual effects of the advent of 

printing ..."

12

Elizabeth 
Eisenstein  

The Printing Press 
as an Agent of 

Change

1979

talking tech

*

*
*
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agent of change
the three Rs
"The impact of printing, experienced first by 

literate groups in early modern Europe, 

changed the character of the Italian 

Renaissance and ought to be considered among 

the causes of both the Protestant Reformation 

and the rise of modern science."

--Eisenstein, "The Emergence of Print Culture in the West" 1980.

13

talking tech

*

*
*
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how determined?

necessary vs sufficient
Renaissance, Reformation, Scientific Revolution 

 
- the press inevitably produces R, R, & SR?

- couldn't have R, R, & SR without the press?

14

talking tech

*

*
*
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assessing
what happened?

what/who was involved?

what did (or did not) come before?

what did (or did not) follow? 

what did (or did not) contribute? 

what happened elsewhere?

what's likely to be underestimated? 

what was necessary, what sufficient?

16

assessing

*

*
*
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what happened
technologies
woodblock printing

moveable type

17

assessing

*

*
*
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print technology
c. 1460: Roman type

c 1495-1595: Aldus Manutius, Venice

1539: first press in the Americas

c 1720 - 1780: invention of stereotype

1814: steam press

1847: rotary press

1886: Mergenthaler Linotype 

1887: Monotype

1892: process color printing 

1902: offset lithography

18

assessing

*

*
*
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Aldus’ influence
“Aldus, making haste slowly, has acquired as 

much gold as he has reputation, and richly 

deserves both …the noble, positively royal 

ambitions of my friend Aldus … I can promise 

students a great future in the next few years”

19
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who was involved?
back to Gutenberg:  
metalworker from Mainz

1438: exile, Strasbourg 
partners: Riffe, Dritzehn, Helman

1438, December: Dritzehn dies  
"4 pieces to be destroyed"; carpentry work

1439: Aachen mishap; Dritzehn's heirs sue 

1450:  back in Mainz  
creditor Johannes Fust 
employee Peter Schöffer  
ally Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa 

20

Johannes Gutenberg  
139?-1468

Johannes Fust  
1400-1466

Nicholas of Cusa  
1400/1-1464

assessing

*

*

*
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complete works?
1454: Cyprus Indulgence

1455: 42-line bible
the Cardinal's connections?

1455: Fust sues, wins
new partnership:  
Fust & Schöffer

1457: Mainz psalter

21

assessing

*

*

*
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lookalikes?

22

assessing

*

*
*
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what went “viral”?
1454: Cyprus Indulgence
"200,000 indulgences printed between 1498 and 

1500 at the behest of the Benedictines of 

Monserrat in Catalonia."  

--Ann Blair, Too Much to Know, 2010
1455: 42-line bible

? 230 copies

1457: Mainz psalter

1500: Adagia   
“most popular sixteenth-century book”  

—Eden, Friends Hold All Things in Common, 2001
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*

*
*

dog in the manger; one foot in the grave; cart

before the horse; in the same boat; no stone

unturned; war is sweet to those who know it not
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1455: Mainz

1465: Subiaco, 
Italy

1470: Paris, 
Cologne,  

Strasbourg, 
Basel,  

Rome, Venice,  
Bologna, 
Seville

1476: London

1480: Budapest,  
Krakow, Prague,  

Brussels 

24
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scientific revolution
a question of timing?

Gutenberg, d. 1468

Copernicus, 1473-1543

Tycho Brahe, 1546-1601

Bacon, 1561-1626

Galileo, 1564-1642

Descartes, 1596-1650

Newton, 1642-1727

Royal Society, 1660

Transactions, Journal des Scavans, 1665
25

coming up next:  

Scientific 

“Revolution”  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whose revolution?

26
Ragep, Jamil F. (2007). “Copernicus and His Islamic Predecessors: Some Historical Remarks.”  

History of Science, 45 (1), pp. 65–81, 75

Ptolemy (2d c)

Islamic critique

Ali Qushji (15c)

Regiomontanus (15C)

Copernicus (16C)

assessing

*

*
*

what happened?
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Nuremberg 
Chronicle  
c 1493
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printing in china
c. 200 bce: the use of seals 
yin  = seal and print

175 ce: printing of Confucian classics from stone 
carvings

868: Diamond Sutra  
earliest surviving, dated Chinese printing

972-83: Tripitaka, 5,048 volumes
28

lithography: 
printing from 

stone

xylography:  
wood carving
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Chinese book

Buddhist text

Sanscrit

translated by aTurk

assessing

*

*
*
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furthermore ...
10th century?
playing cards, printed textiles, paper money

1041: Pi Sheng clay moveable type
"in the Northern Song in the eleventh 

century ... there were some thirty printing 

centers ... and some two hundred in the 

Southern Song (twelfth century)"           

--Lucille Chia,  Printing for Profit  2002

29

assessing

*

*
*
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Japan
Empress Shotuku, and her charms
770: xylographic printing  (? 1,000,000 copies)  

Japanese "printing was for many centuries a 

Buddhist monopoly ... religious texts formed 

the bulk of material ... before 1600 ... only 

the monasteries ... could afford the costs of 

book production."

--Kojiro Ikegami,  
Japanese Bookbinding, 1986

30

assessing

*

*
*
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Korea
8th century: xylography

918-1392: Koryo Dynasty  
three methods of publishing:

transcription:  Royal library

xylography: Buddhist temples

typography: civil service

1087:  Tripitaka Koreana (xylography)  
80,000 wood blocks, 77 years to complete 
destroyed 1232 and then recarved

31

assessing

*

*
*
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Korean printing
1241: Yi Munsun Chip (metal moveable type)

1377: Jikji (earliest book with metal type)

1392: Kyosugam (dept. of publishing)

1403: Jujaso (type foundry)

1446: Hangul alphabet and typography 

32

assessing

*

*
*
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and elsewhere
enigmatic hints
"The first attempts at Hebrew printing may 

well have been made at Avignon, where on 10 

March 1446 a certain Procope undertook to make 

for a former associate 27 square Hebrew 

letters engraved on iron."

-- Colette Sirat,  
Hebrew Manuscripts of the Middle Ages, 2002

33

assessing

*

*

*
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"[Theodore]De Vinne, in his book [The Invention of Printing, 

1878] writes, 'The inventor of printing did not invent 

paper .. did not originate engraving on wood.  He was not the 

first to print upon paper, he was not the first to make 

printed books, it is not certain that he made the first press, 

it is not probable that he was the first to think of or make 

movable type.  What he did was to invent the type mold’

—Thomas Carter, The Invention of Printing in China, 1955.
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western ways

... it was the type mold that the Koreans developed."

see also   — Paul Needham and Blaise Aguera y Arcas, "What did Gutenberg Invent?"
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linear connection?
c. 1290:
"HOW THE GREAT KAAN CAUSETH THE BARK OF TREES, 
MADE INTO SOMETHING LIKE PAPER, TO PASS FOR MONEY 
OVER ALL HIS COUNTRY
"All the grand Kaan's subjects receive this paper 
money without hesitation because wherever their 
business may call them, they can dispose of it 
again in the purchase of merchandise they have 
occasion for."

--Marco Polo

35

1 kuan note

c. 1380

assessing

*

*
*
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world of print
printing 
China,         7th century

Korea,         8th century

Japan,          8th century

W. Europe, 15th century

Jews,          15th century

India,         18th century

Islam,         19th century  

36
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world of books

37

scroll to codex
Christians, 2d century

Islam, 8-9th century

Jews, 8-9th century

China,   9th (butterfly)  
  13th (thread binding)

Korea,  ?12th century  
                    (sutra binding)

Japan 18th century
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your views
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printing transformed
Scholarship — 66%

Religion — 15%

Politics — 15%

Science — 2%

Erasmus dis/agreed with
Socrates 50/50

Trithemius 50/50
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not much effect
"In terms of scholarship, Erasmus stands against 

the claim that the process of printing has 

caused any notable transformation.”                 

—Yurika Jacobsson

"It is possible to argue that the print 

‘revolution’ had effects long before it was 

coined with the name”

—Molly Babcock

40
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serious problems?
“Transformed scholarship, … The only issue is 
typo-riddled copies, which they both agree 
needs to be fixed.”                —Jonathan Allan 

“The credibility of the written word is 
therefore diminished, and Socrates' issue with 
writing remains: it cannot speak for, defend, 
nor comment on itself.”              —Justin Kwok

“as information technology becomes more 
available … there’s more room for the 
authority of text to become corrupted and 
intellectually misconstrued.”      —Terence Roe

41
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mercenary appetites
“[T]houghts of money overshadow the true value 

of knowledge and push quality to the side 

(147). With money in mind, scholastic 

integrity is no more. … With every great 

technological revolution comes unintended 

consequences.”                      —-Serena Wu
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“labour indeed worthy of Hercules .. to give back to the world 

something so heavenly … to dig up what is buried, to call back 

the dead, to repair what is mutilated, to correct what is 

corrupted … especially by the fault of those common printers who 

reckon … profit worth more than the whole realm of letters.

… any books shipped from Venice to foreign countries immediately 

find a readier market merely because they bear that city’s 

imprint .. yet .. the name of Venice is so misused by certain 

sordid printers

…They fill the world with pamphlets and books … foolish, 

ignorant, malignant, libellous, mad, impious, and subversive”
44
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market forces
“eminent authors … published to the world by men 

so ill-educated that they cannot so much as read 

.. rather see a good book filled with thousands 

of mistakes than spend a few paltry gold pieces 

on hiring someone to supervise the proof-

correcting … none make such grand promises on 

the title-page as those who are most shameless 

in corrupting. … Punishment … for the man who 

sells cloth dyed in England for cloth dyed in 

Venice … left free to profit from mere textual 

corruptions … under the label of good authors”

45
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cash crop
chapbooks and almanacs
"for three-and-a-half centuries, the Almanack 

has been the most popular book in the English 

language" [1492-1600, probably 600 published]

-- Bosanquet, English Printed Almanacks and Prognostications, 1917

By 1700 "printers were producing between 

350,000 and 400,000 copies in the last two 

months of every year."

- Louise Curth, "Medical Contents of English Almanacs, 1640-1700" 
2005
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Johan Muntz  
on bloodletting  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the making of print culture
whom to trust
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solutions
IP or Open Source?

1486 Marcantonio Sabellico — privilegium [©]

1496 Aldus Manutius — patent, Greek type

1498 Aldus - © Demosthenes, Plutarch, Xenophon …

1501 Aldus Manutius — patent, Italic type

1507 Aldus - legal battles for control

1507 Adagia I: “Amicorum Communia Omnia”

48

coming up:
Information as 

Property

overlooked

*

*

*

"Luther's German translation of scripture was 

actually beaten into print by its first piracy"

--Adrian Johns, Nature of the Book, 1998
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solutions
legal control
“provided by law that no man should sew a shoe 

.. or make a cupboard, unless he has been 

approved by his trade guild

Punishment … for the man who sells cloth dyed 

in England from cloth dyed in Venice .. left 

free to profit from mere textual 

corruptions .. under the label of good 

authors”

49
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control or censorship?
1487: State control: Court of Star Chamber

1557: Guild control: Stationer’s Company

1571: Religious control: Index Expurgatorius  “Opera 
omnia Erasmi cautè legenda: tam multa enim 
insunt correctione digna, ut vix omnia 
expergari possint"

1710: Statute of Anne

18c: Stamp Acts

1798: Alien and Sedition Acts

50
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solutions
public subsidy 
“I must suggest a remedy … grants from either 

princes or from bishops and abbots or from the 

public treasury … … if only the princes on our 

side of the Alps encouraged liberal studies”

or private philanthropy?
“I will not put on record here how many ways 

our magnates have of wasting money, how much 

is absorbed by gaming, wenching, drinking, 

needless travel, pageants, wars .. ambition, 

favourites, players, or fools” 51

overlooked

*

*

*
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where are the 
philanthropists?

“The merchants are the biggest fool of all. 

They carry on the most sordid business and by 

the most corrupt methods. Whenever it is 

necessary, they will lie, perjure themselves, 

steal, cheat, and mislead the public. 

Nevertheless, they are highly respected 

because of their money. There is no lack of 

flattering friars to kowtow to them, and call 

them Right Honorable in public. The motive of 

the friars is clear: they are after some of 

the loot”                — Erasmus, Encomium Moriae
52
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still fighting?
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in sum
talking about information and revolutions requires 
talking about a lot more than “technology” 

we need to distinguish tech, techies, and text 

we need to consider the political economy of tech 

we need to understand the mechanisms of 
authority and authenticity
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